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Jun 27, 2022
3:52:00 AM Investigate Premises

Initially dispatched to this location for a
phase 3 reported domestic trouble
complaint. Upon arrival, I made contact
with the reported involved parties, 

, and  , who
advised me there had been a verbal
argument, that they were fine, and did not
require police assistance. Units cleared
without incident.

PSO Jan Taube-
Quispe-
2755/Reporting

NORTH ALBION Michigan 49224

Jun 27, 2022
9:50:00 AM

Citizen Request for
Assistance

Dispatched to a welfare check for a female
sleeping in her vehicle in the parking lot of
the Marriott. Upon arrival made contact
with female occupant who advised she
was just traveled from Traverse City for
her daughter who is in town at Albion
College for a camp.

Officer Collin
Morgan-
2752/Reporting

Superior Albion Michigan 49224

Jun 27, 2022
10:13:00 AM

Animal Complaints
(general, Live Trap)

Dispatched to a confined dog for a loose
fluffy husky with a broken chain. Made
contact with the caller and I was unable to
determine where it belonged. The owners
held onto it and it was later turned over to
ACO and transported to the County
shelter.

Officer Collin
Morgan-
2752/Reporting

Austin Albion Michigan 49224

Jun 27, 2022
11:15:00 AM

Assist Outside
Agency

Dispatched to an assist to Albion
Community Ambulance and Adult
Protective Services to gain entry for a fall
patient. I was able to reach through the
screen on the storm door and unlock the
outside door. The interior door was
unsecure allowing me to gain entry. TOT
ACA/APS.

Officer Collin
Morgan-
2752/Reporting

HALL ALBION Michigan 49224

Jun 27, 2022
12:01:00 PM Larceny

Dispatched to an larceny at Albion Ford.
Made contact with the caller who advised
over the weekend between Saturday
afternoon and Monday morning someone
stole several LED lights from two of the
jeeps and some tow hooks. Unknown
suspect information at this time, report to
be completed.

Officer Collin
Morgan-
2752/Reporting

Eaton Albion Michigan 49224

Jun 27, 2022
12:11:00 PM Other 911 hangup at Peabody Place.  Area was

checked.  UTL.
Detective William
Lazarus-
2732/Reporting

Erie Albion Michigan 49224
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Jun 27, 2022
12:40:00 PM

Citizen Request for
Assistance

  reported that on
06/18/2022  another resident at her
apartment complex (MAPLE GROVE APT.'s)
called her a "mother fucking cunt".

 stated that she has had on going
issues with the tenant (  ) and
wondered what she should do.  
stated that the incident occurred after she
asked  to wait to walk her dog down
the hallway until she got her dog inside of
her apartment.   stated that her
( ) dog does not get along with
other dogs and that  has continued
to walk her dog near hers even after being
asked not to.  I informed  that she
should direct her issues to the Apt.
Manager  .   stated
that she did, and that she was told by

 that there was nothing she could
do.   was provided with the option
of a PPO, but informed that it would not be
approved without justification and that she
should speak with the PPO coordinator
about the requirements.

Detective William
Lazarus-
2732/Reporting

MAPLE ALBION Michigan 49224

Jun 27, 2022
12:40:00 PM

Citizen Request for
Assistance

  reported that on
06/18/2022  another resident at her
apartment complex (MAPLE GROVE APT.'s)
called her a "mother fucking cunt".

 stated that she has had on going
issues with the tenant (  ) and
wondered what she should do.  
stated that the incident occurred after she
asked  to wait to walk her dog down
the hallway until she got her dog inside of
her apartment.   stated that her
( ) dog does not get along with
other dogs and that  has continued
to walk her dog near hers even after being
asked not to.  I informed  that she
should direct her issues to the Apt.
Manager  .   stated
that she did, and that she was told by

 that there was nothing she could
do.   was provided with the option
of a PPO, but informed that it would not be
approved without justification and that she
should speak with the PPO coordinator
about the requirements.

Detective William
Lazarus-
2732/Reporting

Maple ALBION Michigan 49224
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Jun 27, 2022
1:35:00 PM Other

Dispatched to the ADPS lobby to make
contact with   for a
"Marriage ticket lockup" -per

.  While speaking with
 she was concerned about

getting arrested for signing the incorrect
name on her Social Security Card.

 stated that she was
previously arrested for a "Marriage ticket
lockup" back in the 1980's.  I ran

 in LEIN and observed that
she did not have any active warrants, but
did however have a Mental Health Order
listed.  While speaking with 
she stated that she was previously
married to the NASCAR legend 

, and signed her name as such on
her Social Security Card by mistake.

 stated that she had
attempted to correct the issue through the
Social Security Office and through the
courts but she was unable to locate her
marriage certificate / license and another
copy could not be located.

Detective William
Lazarus-
2732/Reporting

Cass ALBION Michigan 49224

Jun 27, 2022
2:37:00 PM

Citizen Request for
Assistance PBT for   in the ADPS lobby.

Officer Collin
Morgan-
2752/Reporting

Cass ALBION Michigan 49224

Jun 27, 2022
5:14:00 PM

Citizen Request for
Assistance

Dispatched to a peace officer/civil
complaint. Made contact with the caller,

 , at Speedway who advised
her and her ex-boyfriends dog is at his
new girlfriends house and she wanted it
back.  was not able to provide
proof of ownership other than taking the
dog to get shots one time. Made contact
with the new girlfriend,  ,
who advised it is her boyfriends dog who
currently is in prison as of very recently.
Both parties were advised of options as
this issue is civil.

Officer Collin
Morgan-
2752/Reporting

SECOND ALBION Michigan 49224

Jun 27, 2022
5:26:00 PM Other

  reported that he has a
bond conditional release preventing him
from being in contact with his wife 

.  stated that he was at
 grandmothers residence and

 showed up and confronted him
stating that she was upset because she
heard that he was out sleeping with white
women.   stated that he told 
that he was going to call the police on her
but he chose not to until today.  
stated that the incident occurred
approximately two days ago and asked
that it be documented.

Detective William
Lazarus-
2732/Reporting

Cass ALBION Michigan 49224
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Jun 27, 2022
5:50:00 PM

Citizen Request for
Assistance

Dispatched to an other person trouble
complaint.   advised he
was in his front yard with his contractor
who was there to give an estimate on his
recently destroyed shrubs (cut by 

) and his  confronted him.
 advised he went inside and his

contractor left.  later called advising
 looked at him when he called

911 prior to my arrival. This issue will be
forwarded to the PPO coordinator to
review.

Officer Collin
Morgan-
2752/Reporting

BURR OAK ALBION Michigan 49224

Jun 27, 2022
7:20:00 PM Domestic Violence

Two separate third party callers in regards
to a black male verbally assaulting a white
female at the address of  Miller Dr.
Upon arrival, a white female answered the
door and stated she was fine before
slamming and locking the door.

 -  arrived
on scene and stated she was 

 sister and received a telephone
call from her niece stating she was scared
and  hand was bleeding.

 took the children for the night.
CPS was contacted and the domestic was
reported. Male was identified as

   who has
two warrants out of our county.

 was said to for sure have a
gun on him. He was not able to be located,
victim refused to cooperate.

 Jessica Tirrell-
2753/Reporting MILLER ALBION Michigan 49224

Jun 27, 2022
9:09:00 PM

Investigate
Person(s)

I was dispatched to Awakenings for
juveniles riding a dirt bike behind the
building. I checked the area and was UTL.

Officer Aaron
Reynolds-
2761/Reporting

Erie Albion Michigan 49224

Jun 27, 2022
9:57:00 PM Drug Overdose

 -  OD on oxycodone
which he stated he injected into his arm.

 was able to regain consciousness
without Narcan and answered all of JCA'S
orientation questions appropriately. 
refused medical treatment.

 Jessica Tirrell-
2753/Reporting ORCHARD ALBION Michigan 49224

Jun 27, 2022
11:44:00 PM

Animal Complaints
(general, Live Trap)

I was dispatched to  Fitch St for
barking dogs. I checked the area and did
not observe any dogs barking.

Officer Aaron
Reynolds-
2761/Reporting

FITCH ALBION Michigan 49224

Jun 27, 2022
11:46:00 PM Investigate Premises

  called on behalf of his
sister,  , after 
observed 3-4 juveniles run behind her
apartment after her vehicle alarm was set
off.  then responded to 
apartment, where he saw the juveniles
hiding behind a nearby truck. 
could not identify anything missing from
her vehicle and was uncertain if her doors
were locked at the time of the incident or
not.

 Jessica Tirrell-
2753/Reporting Hillside Albion Michigan 49224
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Jun 28, 2022
12:20:00 AM Investigate Premises

I was dispatched to  W Chestnut St for
a phase two 911 hangup. I checked the
area and was UTL.

Officer Aaron
Reynolds-
2761/Reporting

ANN ALBION Michigan 49224

Jun 28, 2022
1:34:00 AM

Damage to Property
(not malicious)

  stated two subjects, a
B/M and B/F, knocked items off the
counter and wanted subjects to leave.
After PD's arrival,  stated he did
not want PD to actually respond, rather
wanted to scare the subjects from the
store. No complaint filed.

 Jessica Tirrell-
2753/Reporting EATON ALBION Michigan 49224

Jun 28, 2022
5:32:00 AM

Citizen Request for
Assistance

I was dispatched to  Culver St for a
citizens assist. On arrival, I made contact
with the caller (  ), who
advised there was a loud noise coming
from her basement. I went in the
basement and observed her furnace was
making a loud grinding sound. I turned the
power off to the furnace and advised

 to call a repair person.

Officer Aaron
Reynolds-
2761/Reporting

CULVER ALBION Michigan

Jun 28, 2022
10:22:00 AM

Assist Outside
Agency

Dispatched to an assist to Albion
Community Ambulance to gain entry for a
fall patient. Entry was made through an
east facing window and the patient was
turned over to ACA.

Officer Collin
Morgan-
2752/Reporting

HALL ALBION Michigan 49224

Jun 28, 2022
10:52:00 AM Larceny Larceny of fishing gear at  East Oak

Street. ADPS Report #22-00786
 Zachary Behnke-
2762/Reporting OAK ALBION Michigan 49224

Jun 28, 2022
1:00:00 PM

Citizen Request for
Assistance

Dispatched to a burning complaint for
possible plastic burning. Made contact
with the resident of the dispatched
address who was only burning small tree
branches and leaves.

Officer Collin
Morgan-
2752/Reporting

Hartwell Albion Michigan 49224

Jun 28, 2022
1:59:00 PM

Citizen Request for
Assistance

Dispatched to a welfare check, contact via
TX first. I made TX contact with the caller,

 , who advised his grandson
is living at an address in Albion with his
former foster parent but now is 26 years
old.  said his grandson, 

, visited last week and advised of
some things that  believed to be
concerning to him as his grandson has
Asperger's Syndrome. I then responded to
the dispatched address and made contact
with   and the home
owner,  .
After investigation it was determined that

 had embellished on some details
and not been entirely truthful. The findings
were relayed to the caller.

Officer Collin
Morgan-
2752/Reporting

CHESTNUT ALBION Michigan 49224
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Jun 28, 2022
4:52:00 PM

Damage to Property
(not malicious)

Located a damaged Amtrack RR crossing
drop arm on E. Erie St. just east of Darrow
St. I was advised the arm came down on a
construction vehicle that was stopped at
the RR tracks before the arm began to
drop. Capital Asphalt is doing work to the
Albion College lot off of E. Erie St. and
multiple different companies are involved.
Unknown who's truck was involved or if it
was damaged at this time. Amtrack was
notified.

Sergeant Aaron
Phipps-
2716/Reporting

ERIE ALBION Michigan 49224

Jun 28, 2022
5:27:00 PM

Traffic Offenses -
Other

Conducted a traffic stop on a silver Nissan
Maxima that was driving at a high rate of
speed in a area populated with
pedestrians. Made contact with the driver,

 , who was cited for DWLS
and Reckless Driving.

Sergeant Aaron
Phipps-
2716/Reporting

Eaton

Jun 28, 2022
7:24:00 PM Domestic Violence

   stated 
 was grumpy and irritable so the

two were arguing and then he shoved her.
No injuries were reported. Report for
domestic assault 22-00789.

 Jessica Tirrell-
2753/Reporting Pearl ALBION Michigan 49224

Jun 28, 2022
8:59:00 PM Parking Violations Per request of BILICKE, a tan GMC Sierra

was tagged as abandoned. 22-00790
 Jessica Tirrell-
2753/Reporting Austin Albion Michigan 49224

Jun 28, 2022
9:14:00 PM

City Ordinance
Violation

Abandoned vehicle tagged at 714
Sycamore St. 22-00791

 Jessica Tirrell-
2753/Reporting Sycamore ALBION Michigan 49224

Jun 28, 2022
9:35:00 PM Investigate Premises

Responded to a 911 hang up from a 911
only phone. Dispatch advised a child could
be heard on the phone and the number
was associated with this address. I made
contact with the resident and her children,
everyone was fine.

Sergeant Aaron
Phipps-
2716/Reporting

Boyd Albion Michigan 49224

Jun 28, 2022
10:00:00 PM

Investigate
Person(s)

Responded to I-94 Eastbound MM 121
after dispatch advised a female subject
was reportedly walking in and out of traffic
on the highway. Dispatch advised the
subject was last scene on the eastbound
ramp at the 121 and I located 

 walking up the ramp. 
denied she was walking on the highway in
front of traffic and said she wasn't trying
to harm herself.  was released from
the scene.

Sergeant Aaron
Phipps-
2716/Reporting

I-94 AT MM 121 SHERIDAN
TOWNSHIP Michigan

Jun 28, 2022
10:22:00 PM

Investigate
Person(s)

Made contact with  
outside of Huntington Bank after a caller
reported  informed them she was
thrown out of a vehicle on the highway.

 denied the statement and said she
just wanted to be left alone. Jackson
County had us advise and release 
on her warrant out of Jackson County.

Sergeant Aaron
Phipps-
2716/Reporting

Eaton ALBION Michigan 49224

Jun 28, 2022
11:05:00 PM

Investigate
Vehicle(s)

Located a red Mustang parked outside the
drive thru window at Biggby. Made contact
with   who was using the
wifi and he moved along without incident.

Sergeant Aaron
Phipps-
2716/Reporting

Michigan ALBION Michigan 49224
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Jun 28, 2022
11:25:00 PM Domestic Violence

  reported her son,
 , punched her about

four times with a closed fist in the head.
Minor injuries were visible and  was
examined by ACA.  left on foot
prior to PD arrival. 22-00792

 Jessica Tirrell-
2753/Reporting ANN ALBION Michigan 49224

Jun 29, 2022
12:11:00 AM

Lockout of
Vehicle/Building Successful vehicle lockout.

Sergeant Aaron
Phipps-
2716/Reporting

Hillside Albion Michigan 49224

Jun 29, 2022
8:24:00 AM

Investigate
Person(s)

Dispatched to make contact with 
 in regards to   sitting

outside  West Erie Street Apartment
# . ADPS Officers explained to 
that  has not been barred from
Peabody Apartments. No issues.

 Zachary Behnke-
2762/Reporting Erie Albion Michigan 49224

Jun 29, 2022
9:28:00 AM Breaking & Entering

Dispatched to  West Erie Street
(Narconon) for a breaking and entering
complaint after an alarm was activated at
the location.  Located an open door on the
rear of the building and observed a broken
lock.  The building was searched and no
one was located inside.  Emergency
contact   (

) responded to the location and it was
reported that nothing was missing from
inside.  See report 22-00793 for further
information.

Detective William
Lazarus-
2732/Reporting

Erie Albion Michigan 49224

Jun 29, 2022
10:55:00 AM

Property Damage
Accident

PDA  East Erie Street. ADPS Report
#22-00794

 Zachary Behnke-
2762/Reporting ERIE ALBION Michigan 49224

Jun 29, 2022
11:53:00 AM Domestic Violence

Dispatched to  Hillside Road for a
reported domestic assault incident
between  , and her 16yo
son with Autism (  ).  
reported that she took the power cord to

 television for punishment after he
was caught masturbating.   stated
that  grabbed the TV cord and
pulled on it in attempt to not let her take
it.   stated that the cord was wrapped
around her arm during the incident that

 would not let go when he was told
to do so.  See ADPS RPT# 22-00795.

Detective William
Lazarus-
2732/Reporting

Hillside Albion Michigan 49224

Jun 29, 2022
2:00:00 PM Suspicious Situation

Responded to  North Eaton Street
(Dollar Tree) after someone reported
observing lights on inside but the door
locked and no one around.  It was
discovered that the business has been
closed on Wednesdays due to the store
manager attending training.

Detective William
Lazarus-
2732/Reporting

Eaton Albion Michigan 49224

Jun 29, 2022
2:03:00 PM Informational Report

Oaklawn Hospital called in regards to
  even though she stated

the assault was all ready reported.
Dispatch advised Oaklawn Hospital that
the incident was already reported.

 Zachary Behnke-
2762/Reporting ANN ALBION Michigan 49224
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Jun 29, 2022
2:23:00 PM Informational Report

Dispatched to make phone contact with
  in regards to an unknown

subject stealing her whicker flower pot.
 did not want to make a report, she

just wanted to request extra patrols
around the area because she has never
had a problem with people stealing her
belongings.

 Zachary Behnke-
2762/Reporting Arthur Albion Michigan 49224

Jun 29, 2022
3:21:00 PM

Citizen Request for
Assistance

Made contact with   in the
lobby of ADPS.   stated that 

 had someone park a large
trailer in his ( ) driveway in
what he believed to have been an attempt
to block  from seeing him.  
stated that it did not bother him that he
did so but the person who parked the
trailer at the location got out of his vehicle
and began to flex and shadow box.  
felt as though  is involving
outside individuals in their issues with one
another and he requested extra patrols in
the area over the weekend.

Detective William
Lazarus-
2732/Reporting

BURR OAK ALBION Michigan 49224

Jun 29, 2022
5:48:00 PM Larceny

Dispatched to Lloyd Park as 
 stole    back

bicycle tire well it was at the Shell Station.
The bike tire was returned and  did
not wish to pursue criminal charges. ADPS
Report #22-00796

 Zachary Behnke-
2762/Reporting Michigan Albion Michigan 49224

Jun 29, 2022
6:24:00 PM Disorderly

  was arrested for disorderly
conduct after screaming profanities
starting at Peabody Place, and continuing
to do so all of the way to the intersection
of West Erie Street and South Superior
Street.   was transported to ADPS
where she was processed and provided
with a citation.  She was later released.
See report 22-00795.

Detective William
Lazarus-
2732/Reporting

Superior ALBION Michigan 49224

Jun 29, 2022
8:00:00 PM

Citizen Request for
Assistance

Dispatched to  Austin Ave for citizen
assist for assistance. We 15 minutes after
the time they stated they would be there.
No one showed up.

PSO Chandler
Barney-
2756/Reporting

Austin ALBION Michigan 49224

Jun 29, 2022
8:08:00 PM

Citizen Request for
Assistance

Dispatched to  W Erie St regarding
citizens request for assistance. 

 was barred from this location and
reported walking around in the area. UTL.

PSO Chandler
Barney-
2756/Reporting

Erie Albion Michigan 49224
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Jun 29, 2022
8:09:00 PM

Malicious
Destruction of
Property (MDOP)

Unknown W/M broken into several
vehicles/trailers and attempted to steal at
least one vehicle from  Austin Ave.
Business/property owner, 

, advised he had security
footage of the male coming onto the
property, attempting to steal a company
vehicle and then rummaged around the
property, causing damage to other
vehicles. According to surveillance
footage, the male arrived at approximately
03:31 hours and left the property at
approximately 04:28 hours. A Sawzall and
blade were recovered near the damaged
vehicles and a red Marlboro bag was
located near the fence of the property. 22-
00798

 Jessica Tirrell-
2753/Reporting Austin Albion Michigan 49224

Jun 29, 2022
8:09:00 PM

Malicious
Destruction of
Property (MDOP)

During the attempted larceny of a motor
vehicle (22-00798) the unknown W/M used
a Sawzall in attempt to cut his way
through the tonal cover of an employees
burgundy truck parked on the promise. 22-
00800

 Jessica Tirrell-
2753/Reporting Austin Albion Michigan 49224

Jun 29, 2022
8:16:00 PM

Investigate
Person(s)

While en route to another call, we spotted
  in front of 717 N. Eaton St.

We readvised her about being barred from
301 W. Erie St.

PSO Chandler
Barney-
2756/Reporting

EATON ALBION Michigan 79224

Jun 29, 2022
9:41:00 PM

Hit and Run
Accident

Responded to Albion St. for a hit and run
that occurred on Albion St./Austin Ave.

  stated a green vehicle hit
him when he had the green light.  The
driver picked up the ripped off parts and
threw them into his car and drove
westbound on Austin at a high rate of
speed.  Unknown vehicle or driver.

PSO Chandler
Barney-
2756/Reporting

ALBION ALBION Michigan 49224

Jun 29, 2022
10:30:00 PM

Investigate
Person(s)

Dispatched to  Boyd Dr. for a reported
fight. Made contact with group of people
who stated there was no fighting that
occurred.

PSO Chandler
Barney-
2756/Reporting

Boyd Albion Michigan 49224

Jun 30, 2022
2:18:00 AM

Citizen Request for
Assistance

Dispatched to  N Monroe St. regarding
a citizens request for assistance. 

 stated she heard noises coming
from the wall and that someone was
recording her. Investigated area she
believed it was coming from and was
unable to locate anything unusual.
Possible CMH issue.

PSO Chandler
Barney-
2756/Reporting

MONROE ALBION Michigan 49224

Jun 30, 2022
3:59:00 AM

Investigate
Person(s)

Dispatched to  Austin Ave. for a
welfare check. Contacted 

 who stated she was all right and
did not have a phone.

PSO Chandler
Barney-
2756/Reporting

Austin Albion Michigan 49224

Jun 30, 2022
4:04:00 AM

Citizen Request for
Assistance

  called after 
 refused to leave his residence.
 was GOA.

 Jessica Tirrell-
2753/Reporting CARSON ALBION Michigan 49224

Jun 30, 2022
8:37:00 AM

Assist Outside
Agency

AOA to CCSD with an alarm response at
Albion Memorial Gardens. Building secure.

 Zachary Behnke-
2762/Reporting B Albion Michigan 49224
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Jun 30, 2022
9:29:00 AM

Animal Complaints
(general, Live Trap)

Dispatched to the area around  Fitch
Street as   dogs were
loose and causing issues with other pets
and children in the neighborhood. The
dogs were eventually secured in the
residence by  son. I issued two
C/I for dogs at large citations and because

 was currently at work. the
citations were mailed to his home address
on Fitch Street.

 Zachary Behnke-
2762/Reporting FITCH ALBION Michigan 49224

Jun 30, 2022
9:36:00 AM Peace Officer (Civil)

Dispatched to make contact with 
  at the ADPS Station in regards

to issues she is having with her son
   father 

 .  stated that
 lives in Kalamazoo, Michigan and on

Wednesday, June 29th, 2022 after she
picked  up from  he had a
bowel movement and she located one of

 large rubber bands that he uses
to hold up his hair in  feces. 
is also concerned because  puts

 in a forward facing car seat. I
encouraged  to make contact with
FOC in regards to her concerns and to
contact Kalamazoo, MI as that is were the
incidents are occurring. I made contact
with CPS in regards to  concerns.

 Zachary Behnke-
2762/Reporting Monroe Albion Michigan 49224

Jun 30, 2022
9:58:00 AM Suspicious Situation

Dispatched to a suspicious situation that
occurred the night before. I made contact
with   who advised she
heard a loud noise last night and her
boyfriend immediately checked around the
house and did not locate anyone. 
believed that someone tried to kick in her
door, and she showed me her door which
was secured and not kicked open. The
door was very dirty and  said it was
that way prior. I did not see any fresh shoe
marks and nothing that indicated the door
was attempted to be forced open. I
advised  to call as the incident
occurs so that ADPS can check for them.

Officer Collin
Morgan-
2752/Reporting

Carson Albion Michigan 49224
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Jun 30, 2022
11:16:00 AM Family Trouble

Dispatched to a possible domestic trouble,
3rd party caller advised the callers
daughters boyfriend was yelling at her. I
then received a second call from

  who advised she was in
front of ADPS to make a report. I made
contact with  who advised her
children's father,   had
been following her and upset with her.

 said there was nothing physical
that occurred and just wanted ADPS to
speak to . I later located  at
his residence who was very upset but
advised his son did not want to go with her
and he was upset that  had her
father come to her residence. Verbal only.

Officer Collin
Morgan-
2752/Reporting

Watson Albion Michigan 49224

Jun 30, 2022
3:05:00 PM Warrant Arrest

  reported 
 sitting in the waiting room at

the Albion Oaklawn Offices.  had
a confirmed felony warrant for firing a
weapon (22-00640)

 Jessica Tirrell-
2753/Reporting Monroe Albion Michigan 49224

Jun 30, 2022
3:07:00 PM

Investigate
Person(s)

Dispatched to  North Eaton Street for
an unwanted customer that was being
rude to staff and customers. ADPS was
delayed getting to the incident due to
being on another call. The subject was
gone prior to ADPS arrival. Advised to call
back of the subject returned.

 Zachary Behnke-
2762/Reporting Eaton Albion Michigan 49224

Jun 30, 2022
5:33:00 PM Natural Death

Dispatched to  North Eaton Street to
assist ACA with a cardiac arrest. 

   was pronounced
dead at 1800 hours. ADPS Report #22-
00803

 Zachary Behnke-
2762/Reporting Eaton ALBION Michigan 49224

Jun 30, 2022
7:53:00 PM PPO Violation

Domestic trouble between 
 and  . No assault

reported on this date,  simply
wanted  to leave for the night. 22-
00804

 Jessica Tirrell-
2753/Reporting CASS ALBION Michigan 49224

Jun 30, 2022
8:18:00 PM Informational Report

Dispatched to an other person trouble
complaint at  Hillside Rd. Verbal
argument over an incident that occurred
Monday night when  
reported 3-4 juvenile males trying to break
into her vehicle.  reported the
Monday night incident to the leasing office
resulting in   getting a
violation to her lease agreement. Return
call later in the evening because

 wanted to report that the black
SUV driven by  brother, 

, returned and she wanted the
vehicle checked. Report for informational
purposes 22-00805.

 Jessica Tirrell-
2753/Reporting Hillside Albion Michigan 49224



FLDINT_DATE FLDINT_TYPE_DES
C SUMMARY OFFICER_INFO STREET_NUMBER STREET_NAME CITY STATE_DESC ZIP5

Jun 30, 2022
9:59:00 PM

Citizen Request for
Assistance

Dispatched to  Elizabeth St. for a
citizens assist.   stated
someone was calling her to scam her.
Contacted the caller trying to scam her
and informed them to stop.

PSO Chandler
Barney-
2756/Reporting

ELIZABETH ALBION Michigan 49224

Jun 30, 2022
10:58:00 PM

Investigate
Person(s)

Made contact to check the welfare of a
B/M walking side to side and very slowly in
the middle of the roadway. After chatting
a few minutes,  agreed to allow me
to walk him home.

 Scott Austad-
2750/Reporting

Jun 30, 2022
11:49:00 PM

Investigate
Person(s)

Stepped out with a young lad who was
riding his scooter with no reflective wear
in the roadway wearing all black while
playing on his phone and wearing
headphones. I spoke with the juvenile with
mom present about the dangers of this
particular situation and advised him he
needs to remain on the sidewalk.

 Jessica Tirrell-
2753/Reporting IRWIN ALBION Michigan 49224

Jun 30, 2022
11:55:00 PM Informational Report

Made TX contact with  
who stated a group of five to six men
surrounded him on Eaton St. and engaged
in verbal altercation.  wanted the
incident documented incase anything
happened.  was unable to identify
any of the people involved.

PSO Chandler
Barney-
2756/Reporting

Eaton Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 1, 2022 1:53:00
AM Parking Violations

Dispatched to a private tow for a tractor
trailer parked in front of the fireworks tent.
Bud's towing was already hooking up
when we responded. The driver was
woken up and sent on his way.

 Jessica Tirrell-
2753/Reporting Eaton ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 1, 2022 2:11:00
AM Death Investigation

Dispatched to  Huntington BLVD
regarding an unattended death. Upon
arrival, I observed an unknown black
female, unconscious laying on the grass. I
checked for a pulse without success and
began cardiopulmonary resuscitation
(CPR). ADPS units administered a dose of
Narcan and continued CPR. EMS arrived on
scene and took over with life saving
measures. Dr. Bell called the time of death
at 0253.

PSO Chandler
Barney-
2756/Reporting

HUNTINGTON ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 1, 2022 6:25:00
AM

Investigate
Vehicle(s)

  requested a dark
colored Chevy Impala be checked on as
she did not think it belonged to anyone in
the neighborhood. Plate came back to a
2019 Ford Fusion and the VIN indicated a
2008 Chevy Impala. Vehicle to be tagged
if still parked there upon my night shift.

 Jessica Tirrell-
2753/Reporting Cooper Albion Michigan 49224



FLDINT_DATE FLDINT_TYPE_DES
C SUMMARY OFFICER_INFO STREET_NUMBER STREET_NAME CITY STATE_DESC ZIP5

Jul 1, 2022 7:18:00
AM

Citizen Request for
Assistance

Dispatched to a welfare check for a male
sleeping in a Jeep. Made contact with

  who was in the drivers seat
of the vehicle who advised he was there to
visit his friend,  .  said
he had a long day and fell asleep. I did not
detect any odor of intoxicants or any
reason to believe  was impaired.

Officer Collin
Morgan-
2752/Reporting

MICHIGAN ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 1, 2022 10:16:00
AM

Citizen Request for
Assistance

Dispatched to make contact with 
 in the lobby of ADPS regarding the

release his moped that was impounded.
Service was provided without issue.

Detective William
Lazarus-
2732/Reporting

Cass ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 1, 2022 10:25:00
AM

Citizen Request for
Assistance

Dispatched to a citizen assist for a vehicle
unlock. Just prior to my arrival I was
advised the caller located his keys and no
longer needed PD assistance.

Officer Collin
Morgan-
2752/Reporting

HALL ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 1, 2022 10:41:00
AM

Citizen Request for
Assistance

Dispatched to  North Superior Street
,  for a welfare check after 

 was unable to make contact with her
family member  .
Contact was made with a roommate at the
location who allowed us into the
apartment.   was located inside
and appeared to have had overslept and
did not wake up when  attempted to
call her.

Detective William
Lazarus-
2732/Reporting

Superior ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 1, 2022 10:54:00
AM

Assist Outside
Agency

Assist to CCSD for an other person trouble
complaint at the Days Inn due to CCSD
and MSP all being tied up on other
complaints. Stood by while the guest,

  and his guest packed
their belongings and left. No issues.

Officer Collin
Morgan-
2752/Reporting

C ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 1, 2022 12:25:00
PM

Animal Complaints
(general, Live Trap)

Spoke with " " who wanted to report
that a German Shepherd is often loose
near the intersection of West Cass and
South Eaton Street.   believed that
the dogs owners reside across from the
old Masonic Temple / Blue Room.  
stated that his mother resides in the area
and that his children often go to her
residence.   stated that the dog is
not friendly and that it has previously
been observed chasing people in the
neighborhood .  stated that he was
worried for the safety of his children while
at his mothers.   stated that the
dog was not currently out but has been an
on going problem.   was informed
that I would document his call and he was
instructed to contact Central Dispatch if it
was observed wandering.

Detective William
Lazarus-
2732/Reporting

CASS ALBION Michigan 49224
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Jul 1, 2022 12:30:00
PM

Assist Outside
Agency

Assist to CPS for a welfare check on a child
who they have not been able to physically
lay eyes on to check welfare yet.
Attempted contact however did not
receive a response at the door.

Officer Collin
Morgan-
2752/Reporting

Hillside Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 1, 2022 1:40:00
PM

Assist Outside
Agency

Assist to CCSD (DEP. BURPEE) after a blue
1979 Chevy Camaro was stolen from 
East Michigan Avenue (HAAS Trucking)
and later located at  C Drive North.
The vehicle was stolen by 

 who at the time of this report
has not been located.   is known
to associate with   and
rumored to frequent  North Eaton
Street.   has also been hanging
around   aka " " who
resides at  Michigan Ave, in Jackson.

Detective William
Lazarus-
2732/Reporting

C ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 1, 2022 2:20:00
PM

Animal Complaints
(general, Live Trap)

Dispatched to a check area for a dog
whining, not sure where it was coming
from. Checked the area and could not
locate any whining animals.

Officer Collin
Morgan-
2752/Reporting

Crandall Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 1, 2022 4:22:00
PM

Citizen Request for
Assistance

Dispatched to a shots fired heard in the
area of Family Fare. Checked the area, did
not locate anything out of the norm. Made
contact with a subject in the area who
advised they heard a loud firework
recently. I also heard another firework
shortly afterwards south of Family Fare.

Officer Collin
Morgan-
2752/Reporting

Eaton Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 1, 2022 5:47:00
PM

Citizen Request for
Assistance

  called regarding an odd
charge on her account she believed may
be fraudulent.  said only 99 cents
were taken.   said the bank was
handling it and she wanted to call this
website.

Officer Collin
Morgan-
2752/Reporting

Erie Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 1, 2022 7:18:00
PM

Investigate
Vehicle(s)

Responded to  E. Watson St for a
driving complaint, upon arrival vehicle was
gone.

 Scott Austad-
2750/Reporting Watson ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 1, 2022 7:43:00
PM Peace Officer (Civil)

  highly intox wanted to
report a verbal altercation between her
and a male named "  " who

 admits she and her husband
owe $100.00 to. "  " called

 out of her name and spoke
about her dad who passed about 25 years
ago.

 Jessica Tirrell-
2753/Reporting CHESTNUT ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 1, 2022 9:23:00
PM Juvenile Trouble

Responded to  W. Elm St. for juvenile
problem, upon arrival   stated
that two young black males removed the
ladder as e was working on the roof.  I
canvased the as unable to locate the
youths.

 Scott Austad-
2750/Reporting ELM ALBION Michigan 49224
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Jul 2, 2022 2:33:00
AM Suspicious Situation

  reported an odd text
that she received stating 
(  daughter) was in the window
and then asking where  went
because she's not there anymore. 
was very scared and woke up her
daughter to make sure she was not in the
window.  said she moved from NH
back to Michigan to get out of an abusive
relationship and feared someone was
watching her.   is
younger sister who is one of five people
who have  tx.

 Jessica Tirrell-
2753/Reporting

Jul 2, 2022 3:07:00
AM

False Alarm,
Burglary

Responded to  N. Eaton St. for an
alarm, upon arrival building was secure.
No E/C

 Scott Austad-
2750/Reporting Eaton ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 2, 2022 9:00:00
AM Alarm Response

Dispatched to  South Superior Street
for an alarm response. I was canceled as I
pulled up on scene. Employees were inside
ready to start that day.

 Zachary Behnke-
2762/Reporting SUPERIOR ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 2, 2022 9:56:00
AM

Citizen Request for
Assistance

Dispatched to a possible breaking &
entering complaint. Upon arrival I made
contact with   who
advised she believes some time
throughout the night someone broke into
their residence and went into her fathers
bedroom at stole a wallet. While on scene,
PSO BEHNKE located the wallet in the
living room on a shelf.

Officer Collin
Morgan-
2752/Reporting

ERIE ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 2, 2022 12:44:00
PM

Citizen Request for
Assistance

Dispatched to an assist to CCSO to assist
the caller (who is blind) to get her Chewy
packages across the street to her house as
they were delivered to her mailbox which
is across 29 Mile Rd. I assisted in getting
the caller her packages.

Officer Collin
Morgan-
2752/Reporting

29 MILE ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 2, 2022 3:25:00
PM

Harassing
Communication

Dispatched to make contact with 
  in regards to strange

text messages she has been receiving.
 showed me that she has

received three text messages from
numbers generated through an unknown
application. The text messages imply that
they are from Child Protective Services. I
provided  with the contact
phone number for CPS, however, I stated
that CPS would not text her and the texts
were unprofessional and presented a lack
of grammatical proficiency. I advised

 to block the phone numbers
and make contact with Boost Mobile in the
coming week about changing her phone
number.

 Zachary Behnke-
2762/Reporting Broadwell Albion Michigan 49224
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Jul 2, 2022 5:16:00
PM Domestic Violence

Dispatched to a domestic assault involving
  and  .
 advised  pushed her on his

bed after she took the power cord to his
TV and then attempted to take the cord
from her and tried to kick her.  said
once the other children came into the
bedroom  stopped. I contacted the
Calhoun County Juvenile Home and later
spoke to Referee   who
declined to lodged  due to his
autism as she did not believe it's not an
appropriate way to handle the issue.

 was released to his mother and
later went on a walk with his siblings and a
family friend. Report and JCO1 to be
completed and forwarded to the Calhoun
County Prosecutors Office for review.

Officer Collin
Morgan-
2752/Reporting

Hillside Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 2, 2022 7:00:00
PM

Investigate
Person(s)

Responded to a possible suicidal female
named  unknown last, stating that
she was suicidal and in a park by an
apartment complex, we were unable to
locate as we searched all the parks in the
city.

 Scott Austad-
2750/Reporting Cass ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 2, 2022 10:08:00
PM

Assist Outside
Agency

Dispatched to this area to check on a
white female acting erratically, and
possibly under the influence of narcotics.
The female was later identified as

 , who was showing
numerous signs of recent drug use.

 admitted to using meth today. I
stayed with  for nearly an hour
while awaiting ACA response. When ACA
arrived,  showed significant
signs of improvement. ACA advised that

 vitals were excellent, and she
was released without incident.

PSO Jan Taube-
Quispe-
2755/Reporting

WIENER ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 2, 2022 10:44:00
PM Assault

Physical assault occurred between
residences of  N Clinton St and 
Ford St. Both parties,   and

 , reported assault. Report
taken 22-00808.

 Jessica Tirrell-
2753/Reporting Clinton Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 2, 2022 10:58:00
PM Traffic Hazzard

Responded to  N. Berrien St. for a tree
branch in the roadway, PSO TAUBE-QUISPE
and I moved branch from road

 Scott Austad-
2750/Reporting BERRIEN ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 2, 2022 11:36:00
PM Fire Related Incident Responded to  S. Albion St. for a small

brush fire, it was extinguished.
 Scott Austad-
2750/Reporting ERIE ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 3, 2022 1:13:00
AM Auto Theft

  reported that her
2008 tan Ford Escape was possibly stolen.

 did not wish to pursue
charges if the vehicle was found and/or a
suspect was identified.  was
just wanting PD to locate her vehicle. Keys
were possibly left in vehicle.

 Jessica Tirrell-
2753/Reporting CHESTNUT ALBION Michigan 49224
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Jul 3, 2022 2:42:00
AM Investigate Premises Foot patrol at this location, nothing

appeared suspicious.
PSO Jan Taube-
Quispe-
2755/Reporting

Austin Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 3, 2022 11:32:00
AM

Citizen Request for
Assistance

Dispatched to a 911 hang-up. Upon arrival
I made contact with  
who advised it was an accidental dial on a
new Apple Watch and all was well.

Officer Collin
Morgan-
2752/Reporting

MONROE ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 3, 2022 2:04:00
PM Retail Fraud

Dispatched to a retail fraud at Tractor
Supply Company for a white male subject
who stole approximately $176.00 worth of
clothing which occurred yesterday. Report
to be completed.

Officer Collin
Morgan-
2752/Reporting

Eaton ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 3, 2022 3:59:00
PM

Citizen Request for
Assistance

Dispatched to make contact with 
 regarding damage to his vehicle.
 reported that he was traveling

southbound on North Eaton Street when
he struck a large pothole near Huntington
Bank (  North Eaton Street) with the
right wheels of his vehicle.  
stated that after striking the hole every
light on his vehicles dashboard came on,
and that he noticed reduced power in the
engine.   stated that his vehicle
did not have any lights activated on the
dashboard prior to the incident.  I
observed that  check engine
light, TPMS light, traction control light, and
ESC light was on.  I did not observe any
damage to the wheels or tires on the
vehicle that would have been caused by
striking a pothole.   stated that
while speaking with his boss about the
incident a customer overheard him and
told him that the City would pay for the
damages to his vehicle if he reported it.

 stated that he had a vehicle
previously damaged in the City of Jackson
and that when he reported it to the City
they told him that they would not pay for
the damage.   was directed to
report his complaint to the  the Director of
Public Works on 07/05/2022.

Detective William
Lazarus-
2732/Reporting

Eaton ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 3, 2022 4:56:00
PM

Citizen Request for
Assistance

Dispatched to a vehicle unlock which was
completed without issue.

Officer Collin
Morgan-
2752/Reporting

Bluestem Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 3, 2022 7:30:00
PM Fireworks Complaint

Female complainant wishing to remain
anonymous advised there was a large
group of people near the river on the
Riverside Cemetery throwing fireworks
and were clearly intox. Caller asked the
group to do fireworks and ball throwing in
the nearby open "field" and immediately
started throwing the ball in her direction.

 Jessica Tirrell-
2753/Reporting Superior ALBION Michigan 49224
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Jul 3, 2022 8:33:00
PM Indecent Exposure

Was advised by a citizen that later
identified as   had
urinated in public in front of her and her
small children, on Superior St near
Crandall.   I went and began speaking with

, who admitted to peeing in a
bush, due to him become loud and
disorderly, I arrested and PSO TAUBE-
QUSPIE transported him to the station.  He
was then processed and issued a citation
and released.

 Scott Austad-
2750/Reporting Superior ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 3, 2022 9:04:00
PM

Assist Outside
Agency

 M-99 911 hang-up, no distress,
laughing and story telling. I was in the
area turning around while patrolling the
area's fireworks crowd. There was no sign
of distress, so I advised county it could be
closed out.

 Jessica Tirrell-
2753/Reporting 28 Mile Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 3, 2022 10:48:00
PM Investigate Premises

Responded to  S Dalrymple St for a
noise complaint spoke to the parties adn
they advised that they would turn it down.

 Scott Austad-
2750/Reporting DALRYMPLE ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 4, 2022 12:08:00
AM Investigate Premises

Dispatched to this area for a noise
complaint and fireworks complaint. Upon
arrival, I did not observe or hear any
excessive noise and there were not active
fireworks observed being set off. It also
appeared that the party held at this
location was shutting down, with people
leaving the area. We cleared without
incident.

PSO Jan Taube-
Quispe-
2755/Reporting

DALRYMPLE ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 4, 2022 12:09:00
AM

Assist Outside
Agency

  minor son was pulling
cooked ramon noodles from the
microwave which burnt his fingers,
causing him to drop the bowl and burnt

 leg. ACA responded and cleared
her at the scene.

 Jessica Tirrell-
2753/Reporting Dean ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 4, 2022 1:21:00
AM

False Alarm,
Burglary

Responded to  Cooper St. for an
alarm, building was secure E/C

 Scott Austad-
2750/Reporting Cooper Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 4, 2022 1:25:00
AM Investigate Premises

Dispatched to Victory Park for a fireworks
complaint. I checked the area without
incident and was UTL.

PSO Jan Taube-
Quispe-
2755/Reporting

Haven Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 4, 2022 2:23:00
AM

City Ordinance
Violation

  reported 
 as missing because she did not

return "home" after the fireworks. 
and  do not live together, and

 returned to her home on Clinton St.
 was not happy with , and

wanted to go go verify she was home even
though he called her on her landline and
she answered.

 Jessica Tirrell-
2753/Reporting CLINTON ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 4, 2022 2:39:00
AM Investigate Premises

Responded to the area of  Boyd Dr. for
a noise complaint, upon arrival there was
a group of citizens in the parking lot but
no noise of any kind.

 Scott Austad-
2750/Reporting Boyd Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 4, 2022 8:17:00
AM

Citizen Request for
Assistance PBT for  .

Detective William
Lazarus-
2732/Reporting

Cass ALBION Michigan 49224
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Jul 4, 2022 9:09:00
AM Retail Fraud

Dispatched to  East Michigan Avenue
for a retail fraud that occurred between
0110-0130am. ADPS Report #22-00812

 Zachary Behnke-
2762/Reporting Michigan Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 4, 2022 10:19:00
AM

Animal Complaints
(general, Live Trap)

Dispatched to the  block of Burr Oak
Street for a loose rottweiler.  Area was
checked UTL.

Detective William
Lazarus-
2732/Reporting

BURR OAK ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 4, 2022 11:38:00
AM PPO Violation

Dispatched to make phone contact with
  in regards to a PPO Violation.

ADPS Report #22-00813
 Zachary Behnke-
2762/Reporting BURR OAK ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 4, 2022 1:07:00
PM Juvenile Trouble

Dispatched to  West Broadwell Street
for a juvenile complaint.   
reported that her granddaughter (

) wanted to go with her to a
family function but her mother (

) would not let her go.  
seemed defiant towards her mother while
we were on scene and refused to get out
of  vehicle.  I asked 
multiple times to go with her mother but
she refused.   ended up having
to take  by the wrist and escorted
her back to their residence to resolve the
matter.   stated that she was
worried that  would "beat"

 for her actions.  was
reminded that parental discipline was
acceptable, and that child abuse was not.

Detective William
Lazarus-
2732/Reporting

Broadwell Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 4, 2022 2:05:00
PM Lost Property

  came to ADPS to
report that she used her license
approximately one week ago at the Dollar
General (South) to purchase a pack of
Cheyenne brand cigarettes. 
stated that she hasn't been able to locate
the license and suspected that she
mistakenly left it at the Dollar General.  I
made contact with an employee at the
Dollar General who stated that they did
not have it.   was instructed
to follow up with the SOS office, and
informed that ADPS would contact her if
for some reason her license was turned
over to us.

Detective William
Lazarus-
2732/Reporting

Eaton ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 4, 2022 2:39:00
PM

Citizen Request for
Assistance PBT for  . .000

Detective William
Lazarus-
2732/Reporting

Cass ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 4, 2022 2:56:00
PM

Animal Complaints
(general, Live Trap)

Dispatched to Maple Grove Apartments as
a concerned citizen called in stating a dog
was left in an unoccupied vehicle. Upon
arrival I located the black Dodge Journey
with two dogs inside, however, it was
found to be running with the air
conditioning on. The owner of the vehicle
returned as I was leaving and stated she
was just visiting her grandmother. No
issues.

 Zachary Behnke-
2762/Reporting Maple ALBION Michigan 49224
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Jul 4, 2022 4:08:00
PM Family Trouble

Dispatched to  West Center Street for
a family trouble complaint.  Upon arrival
contact was made with 

, and   who were
in a verbal argument regarding their
children.   was upset after 
accused her of being an unfit mother.
Both  and  stated that
their children reside with  at the
location.  Both parties stated that ADPS
was not needed at the residence.  I
remained at the location until 
departed with their children.

Detective William
Lazarus-
2732/Reporting

Jul 4, 2022 4:58:00
PM

Citizen Request for
Assistance

Dispatched to  Crandall Street for a
vehicle unlock.  Service was provided
without issue.

Detective William
Lazarus-
2732/Reporting

CRANDALL ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 4, 2022 5:36:00
PM

Assist Outside
Agency

Assisted JCA with the suspected overdose
of   at  East Michigan
Avenue. No Narcan was administered on
scene.  was transported to the
hospital by JCA.

 Zachary Behnke-
2762/Reporting MICHIGAN ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 4, 2022 6:25:00
PM

Citizen Request for
Assistance

Dispatched to the area of Boyd Drive for
reports of juveniles shooting firecrackers
at people.  Upon arrival  ,

 ,  , and
several of their other friends were
observed in the area. They did not act
pleased to see us.  We did not witness
anyone shooting fireworks at anyone.

Detective William
Lazarus-
2732/Reporting

Boyd Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 4, 2022 6:45:00
PM Family Trouble

Dispatched to the  block of Dean
Drive after   was reported
to have shot at the mother of his child,

 .  During an interview
with  she reported that

 arrived to the location and
began causing issues and "calling her out
her name" over not being allowed to pick
up his children from her.  
stated that she did not observe a firearm
during the incident and no physical assault
was reported.  Several people were in the
area for a large family gathering but I was
not able to locate anyone who observed a
firearm.  It should be noted that during
this incident PSO BEHNKE and I were
approximately 100 yards away dealing
with another complaint and no gunshots
were heard.  Contact was made with

 who reported that he went to
the location to pick up his children.

 stated that  family
became upset after he called her a "bitch"
and they began to circle him and his
vehicle before he left the location. See
report for further.

Detective William
Lazarus-
2732/Reporting

Dean Albion Michigan 49224
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Jul 4, 2022 6:59:00
PM Family Trouble

Dispatched to  Hillside Dr. regarding
a family trouble.   blocked
his mother,  , in the house.
Contacted CPS. See report 22-00816.

PSO Chandler
Barney-
2756/Reporting

Hillside Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 4, 2022 7:30:00
PM

Investigate
Person(s)

 Dispatched to this location by a refused
caller by 4 unknown males fighting, acting
strange, and possibly under the influence
of narcotics. Upon arrival, I made contact
with   and an unknown
Black Male who advised me they were
having a casual conversation, and there
had been no people or fighting in the area.

  later flagged me down and
advised me that   and 

 allegedly assaulted   in
front of this location. I attempted contact
with  at the address of  W Erie
St, , however nobody answered the
door. I cleared the incident.

PSO Jan Taube-
Quispe-
2755/Reporting

Pearl Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 4, 2022 8:13:00
PM Peace Officer (Civil)

Dispatched to  Dean St for a peace
officer. Contacted   who
stated she was concerned as the farther of
her children was driving by from a
previous call. Advised of PPO process.

PSO Chandler
Barney-
2756/Reporting

Dean Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 4, 2022 8:19:00
PM

Citizen Request for
Assistance

  came to the ADPS with
  in her vehicle to speak with

officers over the earlier person trouble
complaint at  S Pearl St. There was a
delayed response due to other assault
complaints being handled. Upon my
arrival,  was no longer on scene,
and her phone did not accept calls. I
cleared without incident.

PSO Jan Taube-
Quispe-
2755/Reporting

Cass ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 4, 2022 8:24:00
PM Disorderly

Responded to  Hillside Rd for an other
person trouble complaint. I made contact
with   and  
who were reportedly involved in a fight
with each other. No injuries were reported
and  reported  tried to punch
him, but missed, therefore 
punched  in the body. 
mother,  , declined to pursue
criminal charges and Referee Bradfield
declined to lodge  who was released
to .

 was arrested for Disorderly by
Fighting and released at ADPS with a
citation. While investigating this incident,

 informed me she wasn't mentally
equipped to care for  and I reported
this incident and her statements to CPS.

Sergeant Aaron
Phipps-
2716/Reporting

Hillside Albion Michigan 49224



FLDINT_DATE FLDINT_TYPE_DES
C SUMMARY OFFICER_INFO STREET_NUMBER STREET_NAME CITY STATE_DESC ZIP5

Jul 4, 2022 9:10:00
PM

Child Custody
Dispute

  called regarding that he
was allegedly shorted at the Snack Shop
over a purchase, but had no receipt to
prove it.  advised he had already
spoken with staff at the store who
disputed his claims. Civil Matter.

PSO Jan Taube-
Quispe-
2755/Reporting

Perry Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 4, 2022 10:10:00
PM Assault

Alleged Assault Complaint that occurred
earlier today where  
advised me that   and 

 assaulted him at this location.
Investigation to be completed and sent to
the City Attorney's Office when completed.
See Report for more information.

PSO Jan Taube-
Quispe-
2755/Reporting

Pearl ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 4, 2022 10:41:00
PM

Citizen Request for
Assistance

Dispatched to the Marathon Gas Station
for a unwanted subject. Made contact with

  who used Cash App to
purchase gas, but her transaction was
declined. Eventually,  could see
her transaction was cancelled on her Cash
App after she originally thought the gas
station had taken her money.

Sergeant Aaron
Phipps-
2716/Reporting

Eaton ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 4, 2022 11:25:00
PM Investigate Premises

Dispatched to  Boyd Dr. for other
person trouble regarding arguing outside.
Investigated premises and was unable to
locate.

PSO Chandler
Barney-
2756/Reporting

Boyd Albion Michigan 49224


